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if you're looking for a detailed cheat list, check out this cheat list, which covers every cheat you can
use in gta: vice city. this cheat list is comprehensive, and covers every cheat in the game, including
cheats that aren't mentioned in this guide. while you can use all these cheats on any version of the
game, the codes are only available in the pc version of the game. you can't use these cheats in any

console versions of the game. if you want to experience the same kind of cheats as your console
brethren, you'll have to get the game's trainer. we've got guides to get the game's trainer for both

the ps3 and the xbox 360. otherwise, you'll have to rely on a cheat source like this one. the vice city
trainer is the easiest way to enjoy gta: vice city. but you'll have to be online, since you can't use the
codes on the ps3 or xbox 360 versions. otherwise, the codes will do absolutely nothing, and you'll

have to use the game's original cheats. so i have been playing with this mod and i have discovered
that i can buy the dual wield 1/2/3 in 3 seconds. i never knew that i could buy a weapon so quickly. it
would be nice to find a trainer that will work with this mod. is anyone else having trouble getting the

pedestrian walk cheat to work? thanks is anyone else having trouble getting the pedestrian walk
cheat to work? i can't get the cheat to work on my pc -- the game freezes when i try to use it. i

downloaded this trainer and i got a pack with 2 cheats -- the pedestrian walk cheat and the amount
of money cheat. i installed it and the pedestrian walk cheat worked fine, but the amount of money

cheat doesn't work. anybody know what i can do to get it to work. the trainer is called 'vice city
ultimate trainer by lithjoe' thanks
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I've tried everything I can think of to install the Ultimate Train software.. I've looked in the GTA's
folder (in Program Files) and I've tried to unzip the file there, but even when I unzip it to a totally

different folder I still get the same glitchy / stuck up screen. I really want this to be a smooth
transition to Vice City. The Ultimate Trainer will never work because the game spits out a message
saying that the 'water_filter.dll' file is missing so i cant get into the game. This is obviously a virus

because i dont have that file. So can anyone tell me where i can find that file on a legit website
without getting freaked out? Anyone who is serious about the ultimate trainer should be aware that
this trainer works in gamemaker 2.0 the offline installer is here http://www.ne0sis.net/gtatrain/ For
those who DO NOT know: The GTA Trainer is a step by step mod that allows you to carry over all of
your stuff from Vice City to Vice City Vice City Stories and vice versa. Because this file is a mod that
must be installed in a text-editor, most people use Gtatrain - an awesome mod that automates the
process. So you simply put all your stuff in one folder, put the mod in it and wala! It works! You can
find it at www.gamerz.ru/gtatrain.htm It is available in 9 languages. This trainer works with Rockstar

Games Race Day and is compatible with Rockstar Games Liberty City Stories, and very likely will
work with anything else that uses the game. Specifically, it works on: This is my first mod of the year
and I gotta say it was worth all the time. The only problem I have is the commercial version is 15.99$
or so, and I'm an operator of a small ISP. So I'm usually asked to provide this kind of service cheap...

Does anyone knows a free way to obtain it. I've tried to install it in a virtual machine and i can't
reach that point. Thank you very much for your responses! 5ec8ef588b
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